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TRAINING MATERIAL
Human Rights 9
Clashing rights

Exercise 1:
When different rights clash

Freedom of thought

Hate speech laws

Abuse

Protection against any
form of discrimination and
degrading treatment

Freedom of speech

Hate crime

Prohibition of the wearing
of political symbols

Right to assembly

Right to association
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Exercise 2 – page 1
Dangerous music?
Beenie Man “Bad Man Chi Chi Man”
Intro:
Bredrin, don’t tell mi nuh crap bout yuh neva know
Three weeks before time yuh get di video
Mr. Warlord a yuh test a any show
See deh now yuh go have a man go go
Chorus:
If yuh nuh chi chi man wave yuh right hand and (NO!!!)
If yuh nuh lesbian wave yuh right hand and (NO!!!)
Some bwoy will go a jail fi kill man tun bad man chi chi man!!!
Zagga zow, and mi sex off Mona, Lisa and (NO!!!)
And mi breed off Keisha, Lisa, and (NO!!!)
Some bwoy will go a jail fi murda tun badman chi chi man!!!
Verse 1:
Like for instance, Miss Ivey likkle wash belly one deh
Who mi a talk now di long mout one deh
Di pants song I called man chi chi man
When mi see him inna video wid a naked man (What!!!)
So mi know seh oonu DJ a fraud (Fraud dem!!!)
Yuh by yuh civic and mi buy mi accord
Inna cruise a crash a now pon PG’s garage
Yet still yuh a chase like you all a wear draws
Tell mi, sumfest it should a be a showdown
Yuh seem to run off a stage like a clown (Kill Dem DJ!!!)
But anytime mi buck again yuh must lose yuh crown
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Exercise 2 – page 2
Dangerous music?

Chorus:
Verse 2:
Yo! Well mi seh everybody dead yuh neva know a your time
Yuh see mi wid mi grammy waan one like a mine
Yuh don’t got nuh talent and yuh soon waan resign
So yuh link up wid No Doubt wid a white man a whine
Dat mean yuh waan link up pon di chi chi man line
Dat mean seh yuh a badman wid a chi chi man mind
And di ruffest yuh just vestigate yuh song or design
Mi nah stop fi sing song fi hit di billboard
And yuh seh chi chi man have one special code
Now we see yuh inna video and a naked man pose
Yuh all a gi him money fi tek off him clothes
Dat mean yuh waan tek di back road, anyway mi seh
Chorus:
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Exercise 2 – page 3
Dangerous music?

Facts about Beenie Man
• Beenie Man’s real name is Anthony Moses Davis. He is an artist from Jamaica.
His music style is called Dancehall.
• Many would argue that some of Man’s lyrics are strongly homophobic. The
term “homophobic” means having strong negative attitudes against the LGBT
community.
• Man sings for instance about burning, shooting, hanging or in any other way
harm or murder homosexuals. For example, one line from one of his song goes:
“I’m dreaming of a new Jamaica, come to execute all the gays.”
• British police stopped a Beenie Man concert in June 2004. The reason being
that Man, in one of his songs, calls for violence against homosexuals. This was
not the first time that Beenie Man had to cancel a performance, the same thing
happened at the MTV Music Video Award 2004.
• In the summer of 2010, Man played at a concert in Malmö. The show was
strongly criticised and the most homophobic songs were taken off the
programme.
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